YOUR HOME
ZOO AUTOMATION

The world of in home technology
is a jungle! ZOO Automation is the place where
the very best of the jungle comes together in
one simple, easy to navigate
environment.

Regain control of your
energy costs and take
your home from ordinary
to extraordinary with
ZOO Automation.

Skyrocketing energy bills and pressures
for more environmentally sustainable
living have inspired the development of
ZOO Automation. An Australian designed
home automation system, ZOO not only
integrates intelligent, cutting edge
technology into your home, it also allows
you to monitor and manage energy use in
your home and reduce your energy costs.
ZOO is the leader in home automation
because it does what others have tried
but failed to achieve, a hard wired retrofit
system that costs no more than existing
wireless automation technology. This
means reliability is assured and that
control over individual rooms, lights and
appliances has never been better.
ZOO was designed because we wanted
to give you as much control as you desire
over your power use, saving you money
whilst providing unprecedented levels of
peace of mind when it comes to reliability
and the safety of your family.
ZOO will add considerable value to
your new or established home, help
you reduce your energy costs and
make you the envy of your friends
and family.

ZOO AUTOMATION

www.zooautomation.com

ZOO Automation Features
climate control
lighting control
curtain & blind control
CCTV security

access control

media &
entertainment
energy monitoring

Lighting Control
Create different moods in
various areas of your
home with lighting control.
Set your lights to come on
automatically when you
arrive home from work,
turn off lights that have
been left on by the kids
via your iPhone App.
Manage your energy
efficiently.

Access Control

Remote access to your
home can be a very
handy feature if you need
to let in family who forgot
or lost their keys, get a
quote on some work or let
in a cleaner. You’ll never
have to worry about
leaving spare keys with
anyone, and of course,
manual overrides ensure
you can always gain
access to your home.

Standby Power
Control

Turn off all of your costly
standby power with the
touch of a button and
create a safer environment
for your family. ZOO turns
off the power BEHIND the
power point! Now that's
control.

Curtain Control

Set your blinds to
automatically adjust and
help make your home
more energy efficient by
keeping the sun out or the
heat in.

Energy Monitoring

CCTV/Security

Climate Control

Media and
Entertainment Centre

Real time energy
monitoring will allow you
to see how much energy
you use and how
efficiently, as well as
report on each individual
appliance, any electrical
faults or energy dips. Get
peace of mind knowing
your home is safe and cut
costs by creating more
efficient power usage
habits.

Manage air conditioning
and heating at the touch
of a button. Set it to come
on automatically or turn
off, ensuring your home is
always at a comfortable
temperature. Also, the
ZOO iPhone App will
allow you to activate
commands remotely,
giving you total control.

Arm your home with a
cutting edge CCTV
security system. ZOO’s
unique remote monitoring
functionality will let you
view your CCTV feed and
check on any tripped
alarms, no matter where
you are in the world.
Check on children, trades
people or pets and rest
assured that your home
and family are safe.

ZOO centralises your
audio visual, media,
gaming and entertainment
to a single platform,
enabling you to distribute
movies to multiple rooms.
One remote activates all
your media and
entertainment as well as
the entire ZOO system.

www.zooautomation.com

ZOO Automation will help you
control your energy use, secure
your home and simplify daily tasks,
all through the touch of a button
on your smart phone, tablet or
computer.
www.zooautomation.com
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ZOO Automation Benefits
Easy to Install

ZOO Automation’s behind the wall modules can be
retrofit to any home, giving the average home owner
access to luxury conveniences previously afforded
only by the very wealthy. No rewiring is needed as
ZOO utilises existing cabling infrastructure, with the
exception of CCTV, and touch screen. As it is not a
wireless installation, ZOO customers can rest
assured that the system will not create additional
Electro Magnetic Fields or interfere with their
existing home WiFi networks.

Reduce Energy Bills

By controlling lighting and appliances, ZOO Automation
can lower energy costs and extend the life of
appliances. Energy costs are predicted to rise by 40%
over the next few years, so minimising energy bills is
high on every home owner’s list.

Affordable

The retrofit nature of ZOO Automation means it is no
longer an extravagant gadget, rather an affordable
convenience that will aid home owners in managing their
everyday tasks, as well as lowering their energy bills.

Energy Monitoring

ZOO Automation’s smart system determines how
much power is being consumed by individual
appliances and lights, as well as entire rooms. The
system is also able to report how efficient the power
usage is and how better to distribute it. Monitored in
real time, the ZOO system can also produce
historical reports on the home’s energy consumption
and efficiency.

Hassle Free upgrade options

Down the track, should you decide to add further
features to your ZOO Automation system, simply
contact your ZOO installer. With the exception of
CCTV Security, no further wiring installations will be
required.

Remote Access

Manage your ZOO Automation system from
anywhere in the world through smart mobile
devices like the iPhone and iPad. Just download
the ZOO App and you can switch on the air
conditioning before you get home on a hot day, get
that load of washing going in off-peak energy slots,
give tradesmen access to your home,watch CCTV
footage or turn the lights on or off.

Reliable

The ZOO Automation system and components are all
engineered and produced by a single manufacturer,
ensuring maximum compatibility and dependability.
Tested in extremely sensitive and demanding
environments where failure was not an option, ZOO is a
highly stable and reliable system. Manual overrides give
customers peace of mind that they will never lose control
or be locked out of their home.

Simple to operate

Even customers of limited technical ability will find
ZOO Automation’s intuitive touch screen operation
easy and straightforward to operate.

www.zooautomation.com

Desk Console
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ZOO Automation App
climate control

Download the ZOO App

Manage your home from any location
in the world with the ZOO iPhone
App. Activate lights, your irrigation
system or selected appliances with
the simple touch of a button. View
energy consumption reports or
access your CCTV feed. ZOO brings
together best of breed technology
and energy efficiency for a truly
inspired automation system.

Manage your home

Turn off lights from the shopping centre or the hair
straightener that you left on from work with the simple
touch of a button!

6 key control switch

Energy Monitoring

www.zooautomation.com
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ZOO Automation Packages
ZOO Automation can be tailored to your needs.
The nature of the system means you can
choose to include all or just a few of
the available options.

The ZOO Entry Pass
system comprises:
4 Rooms of lighting control. Your choice
but we recommend Kitchen, Living Room,
Family Room and Master Bedroom
2 further ‘standby power’ controllers to
be used at your discretion, installed at the
TV/Audio system, personal computer
outlets, in the bathroom [straighteners, hair
dryers etc] or even the laundry!
‘MasterSwitch’ technology to shut down
those rooms and/or appliances remotely.

Add on to the
Zoo Entry Pass
system with:
Remote Energy Monitors [REM's]
How much, where and what cost?
More Power Point Standby
Controllers
More Lighting Control
Pool Gate Sensor - Alerts straight to
your phone when opened
Climate Control - Temperature control
as well as on/off
Media and Entertainment Centre

ZOO App for iPhone, iPad and android
devices giving you control from anywhere!

Security and CCTV

Fully programmed to your iPhone and iPad

Remote Access Control - Doors,
gates and garage

Get INTEREST FREE Finance now!
Get 5 minute approval for
interest FREE ZOO Finance!
Visit www.zooautomation.com for more information
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Curtain and Blind Control

Get a FREE Assessment

Ask us for a no obligation assessment to see
how we can help you manage your energy
consumption and show you where further
efficiencies can be made.
When you have your assessment done
a calculation can be made by the technician
of the benefits of combining ZOO home
energy control, solar aand LED lighting
installation for the ZOO 'TOTAL
POWER BILL WIPEOUT'!
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ZOO Automation is a Torus Group
designed and developed product
Australian owned and operated with a
focus on environmentally friendly and
efﬁcient solutions to commercial and
residential properties.
Torus Group is dedicated to developing
innovative solutions in renewable energy
and sustainable living. Focused on
integrating environmentally friendly
technology into new and existing building
projects, Torus seeks out integration
processes that leverage a range of existing
and proven technologies from world class
engineering companies, and makes the
technology accessible for more general
applications.

ZOO Automation
PO Box 130
East Melbourne, VIC 3002
Phone: +61 3 9412 3799
Fax: +61 3 9412 3737
Email: info@zooautomation.com
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